The titles in this index are all of the English-language pop-up and movable books published between 1998 and 2007. This list supplements two previously printed volumes by Ann Montanaro: *Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography* [Scarecrow, 1993] and *Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography, Supplement 1, 1991-1997*. Also included in this Title Index are works published prior to 1998 which were inadvertently omitted from the print versions. Questions about entries, changes, corrections, and/or additions can be sent to: info@movablebooksociety.org.

**Pantomimic Fun and Tricks of Clown and Pantaloon: With Surprise Pictures.** Dean’s Surprise Picture Books. London, Dean & Son, n.d. [187-?].
Description: 12 pages. 20 cm. OCLC: 37020052. Strong Museum.

Description: 28 x 29 x 5 cm. Investigate the science behind paranormal phenomena. Consists of six double-page pop-ups, pull-out, and press-out sections on folded pages; pockets at back contain 2 brass dowsing rods, 1 rock crystal, 1 model for assembly, picture cards, and 1 booklet (30 pages, 12 x 8 cm.) with title: Para Science pack. ISBN: 1-902413-53-9. OCLC: 49972123.


**A Party of Six.** By Lothar Meggendorfer. Printed in Germany, 1894.
Description: 35 x 17 cm. Cloth-backed pictorial boards. Six full-page, tab-operated movables. Published in German as *Verschiedene Leute* (1894) and in French as *Gais Sujets* (1900). Bookseller’s description.

**Pass the Parcel with Pig.** By Jo Lodge. Hauppauge, New York, Barron’s
Educational Series, Inc., 1998. Description: 10 pages. 16 x 16 cm. The animals pass around parcels and try to figure out what is inside. One pop-up under a flap and tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 0764150766. OCLC: 39736482

Description: 24 x 18.5 cm. Four dissolving scenes with slats. Glazed pictorial boards, brown linen spine. No. 270. Bookseller’s description.


Description: 24 pages. 20 x 24 cm. An interactive guide to Passover features lift-the-flaps, wheels, and tactile inserts. Read along with the simple retelling of the Passover story, open a Hagaddah, turn a seder plate to match symbolic foods, break and touch the matzah, pour drops of wine and more. ISBN: 0439443121. OCLC: 51616486.


Description: 12 pages. 15 x 15 cm. The dog Patch prepares a cake. One double-page pop-up, lift-the-flaps, two rotating wheels, and tab-operated mechanical.

Paul Stickland’s 123 Bouncy Boxes. See: 123 Bouncy Boxes.

Paul Stickland’s Christmas Express. See: Christmas Express.


Also: Limited edition of 125 numbered copies and 12 copies lettered A to L. Issued with a fabric cover and slipcase with an additional pop-up embedded into the front cover of the book. The additional pop-up is signed and numbered by author. ISBN: 0-689-86389-6.


Peekaboo Bugs: A Hide-and-Seek Book by David Carter. A Bugs in a Box
Description: 10 pages. 24 x 23 cm. Turn the wheels to find the yellow, blue, red, purple, pink, brown, orange, and turquoise bugs. Five turning wheels rotate images under flaps on each page. ISBN: 0-689-85035-2.

Description: 6 pages. 11 x 16 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Three fanfolded pop-ups.


**Peep Show: Picture Book Surprise Changing Pictures.** Dean’s Surprise Picture Books. London, Dean & Son, 1879.
Description: 25 cm. OCLC: 24576217.

are split three ways to make many combinations of animal forms. “You can create 2184 phantasmagorical animals with this ... book.” ISBN: 156021113X. OCLC: 47645053.


Description: 20 x 14 cm. Very simple, fanfolded pop-ups. Includes a two-inch fabric finger puppet of a pig which extends through a die-cut opening on the cover and pages. OCLC: 60425193.


Description: 18 pages. 20 x 20 cm. Pepper is no ordinary dog and when he goes to school he makes show-and-tell worth seeing. Tabs, a turning wheel, and one pop-up at the end. ISBN: 1-4169-0944-3.

Description: 21 cm. A Halloween pop-up book. ISBN: 9781416917731. OCLC:

Description: 21 cm. Pepper the dog helps Lily plan her Valentine's Day party. Includes pop-up illustrations, sliding pieces, a wheel, and a removable valentine. ISBN: 9781416917748. OCLC: 236164113.

Description: 26 cm. "Percival the caterpillar has lost his front door key! He hopes his friends have found it, he hurries off to see." ISBN: 9781740477789. OCLC: 192043660.


Description: 12 pages. 18 x 29 cm. In this interactive pop-up book, teaching and learning punctuation are transformed into a hands-on activity. Sliding tabs, lift-the-flap features, and illustrations engage kids and help them understand the basic rules of punctuation. ISBN: 0-525-47772-1. OCLC: 70997783.

**A Perspective View of the Thames Tunnel.** [London?, Azulay?], 1830.
Description: 11 x 17 cm. 4 leaves of plates. “Telescopic peepshow; view with tourists from the Rotherhithe entrance side. Cover title. Three cut out panels, and a backdrop plate connected to front cover on either side by a band of accordion pleated paper; final plate mounted on back cover. Illustrated front cover has three peepholes, one at top to view the river, two below to see the tunnel. Hand-colored illustrations. Fitted compartment case 22 x 20 cm. has printed label inside fore-edge lip: Box by A.D.E.” OCLC: 12828485. Smithsonian Institution.

**A Perspective View of the Thames and the Thames Tunnel; History of the Thames Tunnel.** [London], Published by Azulay, Thames Tunnel, 1844.
Description: 20 cm. 4 leaves of plates. “Souvenir peepshow booklet; view of the tunnel with tourists and of the Thames above it from the Wapping entrance side. Titles from printed labels on front cover. Text page mounted on p. [2] of cover has caption title: A Full account of the Thames Tunnel. Plate cover has caption
label title: View of the River Thames over the tunnel. In case with spine label title: Thames Tunnel -- Peepshow. Publisher from foot of text page; latest date in text 1844. Plate cover of blue cardboard with mounted steel engraving of royal visit to the tunnel has three peepholes, one to view the river at the top and two below for the tunnel. Three cut out panels and a backdrop plate are connected to the plate cover on either side by a band of accordion pleated paper forming a telescopic peepshow; final plate is mounted on p. [3] of cover. Original cover of marbled paper over cardboard and cloth spine strip."OCLC: 12826865. Smithsonian Institution. New York Public Library Research Library.


Peter Rabbit: A Lucky Escape: After Beatrix Potter. Printed in China. London, Frederick Warne, 2007. Description: 18 pages. 29 x 24 cm. Join Peter Rabbit on his journey to Mr. McGregor’s garden and meet many of Beatrix Potter’s other characters along the
way. Two double-page pop-ups with smaller pops under gatefolds, a peepshow, tab-operated mechanicals, a transformational plate, lift-the-flaps, and loose sheets in the two envelopes. ISBN: 978-0723259275. OCLC: 153556537.


**Peter Rabbit Pop Out Book.** See: **The Gingerbread Boy Pop Out Book.**

Description: 12 pages. 21 cm. Based on the works of Beatrix Potter. It’s Easter, and Peter and his friends are having an Easter egg hunt. Eggs are hidden beneath flaps and there is a pop-up spread on the very last page. ISBN: 0723249539. OCLC: 53708736.

**Peter Rabbit’s Springtime.** Peter Rabbit Seedlings. London, Frederick Warne, 2005.
Description: 12 cm. Based on the works of Beatrix Potter. ISBN: 0723253927. OCLC: 224521798.

**Pete’s Dinosaur Adventure.** Wacky Imagination Books. s.l., Sonic, America’s Drive-In, 2000.

Description: 10 x 10 cm. A three-section carousel book which can be tied open with two sets of ribbons. Includes two sheets of punch-out characters. Promotion for Sonic restaurant children’s meal. Publication information printed on removable plastic cover. OCLC: 52442509. University of Southern Mississippi.

Description: 8 x 11 cm. box. Issued in a box, titles are *The Book of Jonah, The Creation* and *Noah.* An accordion-folded book of 34 sections that unfolds with a diorama following the text. ISBN: 0385190611. OCLC: 10270843.

Description: 25 cm. “Scumble the skunk can smell something stinky in the forest. He decides to investigate but is he prepared for what he might find?” ISBN: 9780864617170. OCLC: 192094755


Description: 12 pages. 20 x 26 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Traditional story. Six fanfolded pop-ups. [From listing on the back of Puss 'n Boots.]


Description: 10 pages. 20 x 26 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. ISBN: 1552808424. [This ISBN may have been used for all of the books in the series.] OCLC: 176889649.

Description: 10 pages. 20 x 14 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five double-page spreads. ISBN: 0710-5-1579-0. [All books in the series have the same ISBN.]

Description: 12 pages. Number 4 in series. OCLC: 42121616.

Description: 5 pages. 7.5 x 11 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Four pop-ups. ISBN: 2764106289. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 10 pages. 10 x 15 cm. Pretend you are a pirate. Five simple, fanfolded pop-ups. ISBN: 1-57657-666-3.

**Pirate Ship Pop-up.** See: *Captain Scurvy’s Most Dastardly Pop-up Pirate Ship.*


**Pirates.** See also: *My Surprise Book of Pirates.*


**The Pixies’ Funny Tricks: With Pop-up Figures, Scenes and Pictures from**


Play and Fun: An Entertaining Picture Book with Moving Pictures, for Good Children. s.l., s.n., [ca.1890]. Description: 10 page. 30 cm. “Cloth backed board with full color pictorial past label.” Eight illustrations with tab-operated mechanicals. The movables, done with metal pivots, include: a rocking sailboat, a girl pumping a well, a boy and girl fighting, a baby who comes out of a dog house, children on a seesaw, a boy threatening a donkey with a stick, and a girl rocking a baby with her foot. OCLC: 42941549. Florida State University.


Description: 10 pages. 27 cm. ISBN: 0760756988. OCLC: 62254181.


Description: 10 pages. ISBN: 1855760282. OCLC: 26310363. Also issued as *Playschool.*

Description: 21 cm. The members of the Zoo Orchestra play for their fellow zoo animal friends: the elephants, the monkeys, and the seals. ISBN: 1-57657-624-8. OCLC: 52122757.

Description: 14 pages. “A pop-up showing how difficult it is for a piglet to get mother pig’s attention when she is busy and piglet wants to play games.” ISBN: 0859536831. OCLC: 41073244.


**The Playmates.** By London Hamley’s Doll & Toy Depot. London, Dean & Son, 1875.
Description: Six tab-operated movables with metal grommets at joints. The first scene, “Harlequin,” a boy is moving his Harlequin doll. The tab moves the doll’s arms and legs. “Pussy with a Cat,” has a clock with a moving chime and a bird in the clock tower. “The Young Soldier” is saluting his dog with a toy gun and a flag,
both of which move. “The Singing Lesson” has three children, one with mouth and eyes that move, another conducting music, and the third playing the piano. “Young Laundress” has arms, head, and shoulders that move back and forth as the tub is cleaned. In “The Little Shop Keeper” there is a moving weight scale and a shopper. Bookseller’s description.

Description: Three Pop-ups based on the BBC Television series Play School featuring Humpty, Hamble, Jemima, Big and Little Ted. Bookseller’s description.

Description: Three Pop-ups based on the BBC Television series Play School. Bookseller’s description.


Description: 6 pages. 11 x 16 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Three fanfolded pop-ups.

Description: 23 x 23 cm. “The book has two pages that you can cut out and construct two separate animal scenes: Monkey Mountain Peepshow and Reptile House Peepshow. The pictures are fit into cut-out supports so when you look inside you see a ‘peepshow’ of the animals.” Bookseller’s description.


Description: 25 x 30 cm. 10 pages with four tab-operated transformation pictures.
Transformations: “Petting Donkey to Picking Wildflowers; Picking Blackberries to Standing in Meadow; By the Sea to Picking Wildflowers [sic]; Playing with Rabbits to Sleeping in Haystack.” Bookseller's description.

**The Pledge of Allegiance.** See: *The Pop-up Book of the Pledge of Allegiance.*


**Polo finds a Bone.** By Matthew Price. Emma Chichester-Clark, illustrator. London, David & Charles Children’s Books, 1999. Description: 12 pages. 16 cm. One of a series of four stories about Polo, the
Description: 12 pages. 16 cm. One of a series of four stories about Polo, the inquisitive black and white puppy. With lift-the-flaps, tabs, and a pop-up surprise.

Description: 27 cm. Victor, a very well-behaved dog, tries misbehaving in order to please his friend Butch but finds that it does not suit him. ISBN: 0385750129. OCLC: 50676255

Poor Robinson. s.l., s. n., n.d. [1885].
Description: 32 x 26 cm. Stiff board covers hinged at the top. When the top cover is opened at a 90-degree angle, a three-tier foldout illustration stands up showing Robinson Crusoe. [The copy listed on eBay (01/07) had the following inscription in pencil on the back cover “Lawrence. Christmas ’85. To be Handled with care.” Bookseller’s description.


Description: 14 pages. 28 x 23 cm. Rhyming text introduces scenarios in which pop-up origami illustrations reflect their surroundings, including a passport folded into boats and a newspaper’s good news flying off the page in the form of origami birds. On cover: “Where pop-up meets origami.” Eight double-page, complex pop-ups. ISBN: 978-1-58117-641-4. OCLC: 166379782.


Pop Goes the Monster. See: The Powerpuff Girls: Pop Goes the Monster


four miniature pop-up books: *Billy Bunny*, *Charlie Chick*, *Oscar Otter*, and *Ozzy Owl*. Bookseller’s description.


**Pop-up and Play Spooky Shadows.** See: *Spooky Shadows*.

Description: ISBN: 1850811938. [May be the same book as *Giant Pop-up Animals of the World*.] Bookseller’s description.

Description: 27 cm. "With pop-up illustrations, presents the Bible stories of Noah, David and Goliath; Daniel in the lion’s den; the good Samaritan; Jesus stopping a raging storm; and Jesus healing a man so sick he had to be lowered through the roof." ISBN: 0825472989. OCLC: 123115473.

Description: 12 pages. 27 cm. ISBN: 0825473284. OCLC: 163294049.

Description: 20 pages. 30 x 24 cm. Stiff board pages. A brief history of Katharine


The Pop-up Book, with Original Rhymes and Drawings. Harborne, England, “Chad Valley” Toys & Games, n.d. [193-?]
Description: “Eight leaves each with a printed poem and attached “pop-up.” Bookseller’s description.


Description: 10 pages. 20 x 26 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Ten objects illustrate this counting book. Five fanfolded pop-ups. No ISBN.

Description: 10 pages. 12 x 16 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Ten objects illustrate this counting book. Five fanfolded pop-ups. No ISBN.


Pop-up Dino School. See titles in the series.


Pop Up Farm. Text, design and illustrations by Richard Deverell. Chris King and

**Pop-up Farm Equipment.** Written, designed, illustrated, and paper engineered by Carrie Jordon. Bedford, Texas, Carrah Kids, 2003. Description: 30 cm. Pop-up pictures illustrate the uses of various farm machines, including the tractor, sprayer, telehandler, round baler, and combine. ISBN: 1931931097. OCLC: 53898549.


Description: 14 pages. 25 x 34 cm. Includes three double-page pop out scenes. In the back pocket there are four, 3-D bug models, and two sheets of punch-out bugs. ISBN: 0-333-96395-4. OCLC: 77007943.

Description: 24 pages. 20 cm. Tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 0333733509. OCLC: 42745063


Description: 12 pages. 21 cm. Introduces jungle animals, including toucans, chameleons, and chimpanzees. ISBN: 9780312499174. OCLC: 184906335.


**Pop-up Magic Roundabout.** See: Magic Roundabout.


Description: 15 pages. 25 x 32 cm. Includes pop-out scenes and 3-D models. ISBN: 0-3339-6395-4. OCLC: 50270199

**Pop-up Model Book of Sports.** Printed in the Netherlands. L. Miller, Publishers. n.d. [196-?].

**Pop-up Monster Talk.** See: **Monster Talk.**
**Pop-up Monuments.** See: individual titles in the series **World of Pharaohs.**
**Pop-up Monuments.**

Description: 18 pages. 24 cm. OCLC: 32500609.

Description: 22 page. 23.5 cm. “The title vignette is signed A. S. 3-dimensional stand-up figures, mechanical figures on tabs, and flaps.” OCLC: 179288035. Princeton University.

Description: 10 pages. Learn how predators use their awesome skills to seek out and surprise their prey. Five double-page pop-ups, tab-operated mechanicals, rotating wheels. ISBN: 9780760793718.


Description: 12 pages. 21 cm. Introduces marine animals, including dolphins, jellyfish, clown fish, sea horses, and penguins. ISBN: 9780312499167. OCLC: 144990746.

Description: 10 pages. 20 x 26 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Ten objects illustrate opposites. Five fanfolded pop-ups. No ISBN.

Description: 8 pages. 18 x 18 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. String binding with plastic flower. Cover illustration features an origami elephant. Includes envelope with origami paper and figures to be assembled. Eight pop-ups. Private collection.

Description: 8 pages. 18 x 18 cm. Eight pop-up pages. Text printed parallel to the spine. Cover illustration features origami girl and dogs. Includes envelope with origami paper and figures to be assembled. Eight pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 28 cm. OCLC: 50929741.

Description: 10 pages. 21 x 25 cm Five double-page pop-ups. Spiral bound. Text printed parallel to the spine. Bookseller’s description.


**Pop-up Playset.** See: **Hamtaro Pop-up Playset**

**Pop-up Purse.** See: **Gigi, God’s Little Princess: Pop-up Purse.**

Description: 14 pages. 24 cm. ISBN: 1841216798. OCLC: 45682886

**Pop-up Safari Adventure: Bring the Wilds of Africa to Life with Animal**

Description: 32 x 18 cm. A large card with a double-page spread that opens to reveal a pop-up of the Powell & Mason St. Cable Car. OCLC: 49532206.

Description: 21 pages. 28 cm. ISBN: 0907788653. OCLC: 47651888

**Pop-up Sea Creatures.** See: Sea Creatures.

Description:10 pages. 12 x 16 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Ten objects illustrate shapes and colors. Five fanfolded pop-ups. No ISBN. OCLC: 45587864.

Description:10 pages. 20 x 26 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Ten objects illustrate shapes and colors. Five fanfolded pop-ups. No ISBN.

Description: 24 pages. 27 x 36 cm. Three 23-page booklets slip into pockets in each of the corners: Space Exploration, with stickers; The Space Shuttle, with press-out figures; and The Universe, with stickers. In the fourth corner is a Star Chart. One large pop-up of the Space Shuttle. Ribbon ties hold the covers together. ISBN: 0333766806. OCLC: 42309729


Description: 25 x 19 cm. Four pop-up scenes. Text printed parallel to the spine. Four pop-up scenes. Sound device squeaks when pressed to represent the animal sounds. Model no. 1752. Private collection.

**Pop-up Tea Party.** See: *Gigi, God’s Little Princess: Pop-up Tea Party.*

Description: 26 cm. “Just pull a tab, and the pudgy toddlers in this animated pop-up book will demonstrate the movements that go with all their favorite action rhymes - popping up like a weasel, seesawing back and forth like rowers, bouncing a doll on their knee for 'This Is the Way the Lady Rides.'” ISBN: 0763618381. OCLC: 51047315.


Description: 10 pages. 20 x 26 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Ten objects illustrate opposites. Five fanfolded pop-ups. No ISBN.


A Present for Santa. Brian Robertson, author and paper engineer. Brian Robertson and Chris King, illustrators. Printed in China, reproduction in the U.
Description: 20 pages. 27 x 27 cm. Santa is given a gift after he makes his deliveries. Seven double-page pop-ups. ISBN: 0907787975. OCLC: 51034696.

Description: 4 pages. 46 x 33 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Two stand-up pop-ups illustrating the subject in the title. On cover: “C.14.” Private collection.

Description: 18 pages. 27 x 20 cm. The story of how the flags of Tunisia and Turkey became mirror images. Three double-page pop-ups. Private collection.


Description: 15 x 10 cm. 9-page booklet inside an illustrated box. One paper doll with stick-on accessories. The illustration attached to the back cover of the box folds down to form a three-dimensional scene. ISBN: 0-8118-3060-8. OCLC: 50996653.

Description: 12 pages. 22 x 21 cm. A young girl feels a pea through twenty mattresses and proves she is a real princess. Six double-page pop-ups with lift-the-flaps and tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 0-689-84685-1. OCLC: 50258336.


Princess Palace. See also: A Three-dimensional Princess Palace.

Description: 38 x 28 cm. Princess Peony lives in a palace on the hill and awaits
the arrival of a handsome prince. Her three-dimensional palace has six rooms with furniture, a love letter, and six press-out pieces. The cover has ribbon ties and velcro closure and a handle for ease of carrying! ISBN: 1-84011-235-2. OCLC: 60369968.


**Princess Theater.** See: Disney's Princess Theater.


**A Promise in Every Color: A Book of Hope for all the World.** By Julie Sutton. Kelli Glancey, illustrator. Produced by Intervisual Books. Made in Thailand. [Kansas City, Missouri], Hallmark Cards, Inc., 2000. Description: 16 pages. 17 cm. Wrapped in every color of the rainbow is the promise of love, joy, and peace, for you, for me, for all the world. One ribbon at a time slides open as the pages are turned. By the end of the book six printed ribbons fill the page. No ISBN. OCLC: 59822744.


Description: 6 pages. 21 x 21 cm. Three pop-ups. Private collection.

Description: 12 pages. 25 x 20 cm. This mischievous, lovable puppy roams throughout the house. Two double-page pop-ups with additional pop-ups under gatefold pages, lift-the-flaps, and tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 0374349924. OCLC: 50853714.


**Push and Pop Noisy Farm.** s.l., Parragon, 2007.
Description: 18 cm. “Join the funny noises and find all your favorite animals on the farm. Then turn the wheels to find the pop-up surprises on every page.” OCLC: 164402697.

**Puss in Boots; Red Riding Hood.** Come to Life Stories. Amsterdam, Mulder & Zoon N.V., n.d. [196-?].
Description: 8 pages. 21 x 29 cm. Number 3 in the series. Without collective title. Title from the caption titles for each story. No 3420. Two double-page pop-ups. OCLC: 54823392. University of Virginia.

Description: 6 pages. 13 x 18 cm. Three fanfolded pop-ups. Private collection.


**Pussies and Puppies Pop-up Book.** London, Dean & Sons, n.d. [197-?]. Description: Text printed parallel to the spine.